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ABSTRACT = 
J-~ " A review is given of the experimental results from 
a series of measurements at SLAC of large momentum trans
fer (Q 2

=> 20 fm~ 2) electron scattering at forward angles 
fr'bm nuclei with A £ 4. Theoretical interpretations of 
these data in terms of traditional nuclear ptiysics models 
andin terms of quark constituent models are described. 
-Some physics questions for future experiments are ex
plored, and a preview of possibIe~~~future measurements of 
magnetic structure functions" of fight nuclei at large Q 2 

»is'given. 

INTRODUCTION *<?' 7, 

Much of our knowledge of nucleon and nuclear structure 
lias been derived from the electromagnetic structure functions 
measured in electron scattering experiments. The structure 
functions of the lightest nuclei (A s 4) are particularly im
portant because they can be compared with our most" precise 
microscopic theories. " As the momentum transfer is increased, 
the energy and momentum from the virtual photon are deposited 
in a decreasing volume in the nucleus. The scattering cross 
sections ;at large Q 2 are expected to be sensitive to° such 
features as:i high momentum parts of the nuclear wave functions, 
relativistic kinematics, the effects=of meson exchange and 
isobar currents, and eventually to the internal constituents 
of the nuclebns. » " .. -̂  %-. > ^ 

II. THE'DEUTERON „- '* 
'In pur 1 first experiment2cpn electron-deuteron scattering, 

incident-electrons with energies from 5 to 19 GeV were sent 
through a 30 cm long liquid deuterium target, and scattered 
electrons were measured at 89. Elastic cross sections were 
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measured in the momentum transfer range 0.8 to 6 GeV* (20 to 
160 fm - i) by detecting the scattered electrons in coincidence 
with the recoil deuterons0using two large spectrometers. The 
coincidence detection method was crucial to the success of the 
elastic measurement and produced nearly 'background-free d ta v%, 
down to cross sections of 10~38 cm^/sr.. 

The cross section for elastic scattering is given by: 

f " W t ^ A ( Q 2 ) + B(Q 2r ta?(8/2)] ._ (1) 

Scattering at 8° measures the function A(Q ). ~" 
II. 1. The Deuteron A(Q 2) « = " , 

In the past two main goals of elastic ed scattering have 
been to differentiate between deuteron wave function models 
and to determine^the neutron"electric form factor Gjjn using 
;;the nonrelativistxfc_impulse approximation (NRIA) . The nucleon 
form factors enter A(Q^) through the isoscalar form factors 
squared,. The largest contributions come> from terms "propor
tional to the square of the isoscalar electric form factor; 
Ggg « Gg„ + G^n- The proton electric form factor, GJJ , is 
measured out to Q^ = 3 GeV 2 (where the error oisi8early 100%) 
and is consistent with the^dipole=shape. The neutron Gg n is 
unknown above Q^=1 GeV% and below that isCvery small, per
haps consistent with zero except for the slope at 0/ = 0. The: 

beating of the small G E n against the larger and generally 
better known Gj?p in the squared G Eg makes A(0/) sensitive to 
small_variations in G E n. = 

The deuteron A(Q ) At large Q 2 is, however, quite comr 
plicated, and straightfoirward tests of models of neutron^ 
structure and n-n potentials=are*not so easy. It is expected 
that at large 0/ the meson exchange currents (MEC) and perhaps 
the.isobar currents, caused by mutual excitation of the inter
nal degrees of freedom of the nucleons, should make some con
tributions to the form factors. Also at large Q-j! a correct 
description of the scattering requires a relativistic treat
ment. At very large Q 2 (how large is very large?) the inter
nal structure (quarks?) of the nucleons may determine the 
structure functions and a truly "first principles" calculation 
would start with the quark currents. To date-there does not 
exist such a complete calculation, but we do have some advances 
to report. 

II.2. Relativistic Impulse Approximation 
There are several approaches, in the language of nuclear 

physics, to a relativistic impulse approximation (RIA) calcu
lation of the deuterdh structure functions. TITO effects must 
be included: (a) relativistic kinematics, and (b) at ' -_.st 
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one nucleon must be allowed to be off the mas.s^shell. One 
method' is to start with covariant formulae and then transform 
away the negative energy states^ileaving results expressed in 
terms of corrections toDsome order in (Q/m)2.-- F. Gross, in a 
series of papers, l f - 6 has adopted^an alternative approach where 
he keeps the negative energy statesand makes a complete cal
culation including contributions from the small components of 
the deuteron wave function (P states)» 

' The RIA calculatior-l^bep-ins with the covariant diagram 
'of Figure 1(a), which includes the three time ordered diagrams 
of Figure 1(b) where the interacting nucleon is allowed to be 
off shell. This approach includes in a natural way to all 
orders in (Q/m) 2 or (v/c) 2 both £he standard impulse terms and 
the terms where the photon splits into mi, which are viewed in 
other language as the MEC pair terms. It does not include the 
genuine MEC currents of Figure 1(c) or the isobar currents of 
Figure 1(d). Four invariants are required to describe the npd 
vertex, and these can be written' so they have the character of 

-•' wave functions^- Two of these functions are the familiar S and 
D state wave functions, u and w, present, in the nonrelativistic 
treatment, and the two^additional wave functions are P states 
associated with the extra degrees of freedom present when one 
nucleon is. in the virtual Dirac states. 

0 The relativistic formu-
lae=for the charge, quadru-
pole, and. magnetic=strueture = 
functions, GQ, GQ, and % , 
are derived in a general way 
and can be evaluate'd with 
any deuteron wave functions. 
In particular if one chooses 
to neglect the P states, the 
formulae give the deuteron 
structure functions to all 
orjjerrs of (Q/m) 2 for any 
choice of u and w. A com
plete calculation requires 
a set of 'i-component wave 
functions. The relativistic 
formulae have been evaluated 
numerically5 using the deu
teron models shown in Figure 
2. The 4-component models, 
indexed by the mixing para
meter X, were obtained by 
Buck and Gross6 from solu
tions to the relativistic 
wave equation. The P states 
are numerically small (0.5 
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Figure 1. (a),,The relatiyis-
tic Feynman diagram of the 
impulse approximation, (b) 
three nonrelativistic time-
ordered diagrams included in 
the RIA. Backward moving 
lines are anti-particles. 
(c) and (d) examples of two 
processes not included in the 
RIA. ^('crTTmeson exchange 
diagrams, (d) the isobar con
tributions. 
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Figure 2. A collection of- deuteron wave functions. 
(a) The S state,»,(b) the D state, (c) and (d) the two 
P states. The 2-component models are: Reia soft core 
(Ref. 9)', three Holinde-Machleidt"models (Ref. 7), two 
Loman-Feshbachj.models with different % D state (Ref. 8). 
The 4-component,Buck-Gross models (Ref.= 6) are labeled 
with the mixing parameter X, which determines the form 
of the ii-n coupling. For X = 0, the coupling is pure 
Y5Y,,, for.A-l, it is pure Y 5 . 
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s to 2 percent of the total wave function), but at large Q they 

can make appreciable contributions to the 'ŝ 'trucYure functions. 
All the models in Figure 2 have S states which are very simi
lar, withrxthe exception of the boundary condition models of c 

LomansSnd^FSfnbach? whicluhave a sharp discontinuity at 0.7 
fm. ..The size and 'syjapê of "the D states vary considerably, and 
it is primarily this^variation which is reflected in the model 
dependence of the structure functions. 

To investigate the effects of relativlstlc kinematics 
without the inclusion of the negative energy states, the 
relativistic formulae were evaluated using»tHe 2-component 
models in Figure 2. The results for A(Q 2) using dipole nucleon 
form' factors with G 'En' 

0 Q 2 I«3eWc)?l 
3 • 

Figure'3. The deuteron elastic 
structure function A(Q 2) evalu-
ted in the RIA'using the 2-com-
ponent models in Figure 2. The 
curve RSC-NR, determined from 
the nonrelativistic Reid soft 
core model, is presented for 
comparison. Dipole nucleon 
form factors were used with 
GEnf°-

are presented in Figure 3. The 
effects of relativistic 
kinematics on ACQ 2) are 
shown in more concise form 

» ,in Figure 4 where the ratio 
of the relativistic to the 
rionrelativistic results are 
plotted. The relativistic 
•kinematic correction de
creases the value of A(Q 2) 
out to Q 2 about 140 fm-2, 
and this correction is 
fairly model independent 
out to Q 2 of approximately 
100 fm-2 s The effect on 
the individual form fac
tors „GQ, GQ, and GJJ is 
generally to shift the 
position of diffraction, 
minima to lower Q 2 "fiid 
increase the height of "~ "•-
the following maxima. 

'Figures 3 and 4 re
veal the basic problem 
with A(Q 2) in the RIA 
using dipole form factors 
with G E n = 0 . All the-
models give results which 
fall below the data by 
factors of 2 to 10. The 
overall effect of relati
vistic kinematics is to 
depress the nonrelativis
tic results and further 
widen the difference 
between the data and 
theory. 
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Figure 4. Relativistic kinematic 
corrections to the structure 
function A(Q 2) . The ratio of s.V> 
calculated using the RIA formulae 
to A calculated using the non-
relativistic formulae is given 
for each 2-component model in 
Figure 2. '-' ^"' 

•> Results for A(Q 2) 
using three of" the Buck-
Gross 4-component models 5 

are plotted together with 
the Reid soft core nonre-

; lativistic (RSQ-SR) result 
0in Figure 5." The P states 
tend to have ithe opposite 
effect of the reiativistic 
kinematics, i. e., '-they 
shift diffraction minima 
to higher Q 2 and= lower the 
height of 2nd diffraction 
maxima. The present un
certainty in the fornrof 
the off shell ir-n coupling 
will he eliminated when 
the n-n phase shift data 
are analysed using the 
Gross relativistic for
malism. ° 

Q 2 I(GeV/cl 2 l 
2 4 6 

Figure 5. The deuteron 
elastic structure func
tion A(Q 2) evaluated in 
the RIA using three of 
the 4-component models 
from Ref. 6. The.RSC-NRc 

curve is the nonrejLati-
vistic Reid soft "core 
result. Dipole nucleon 
form factors were used 
with Q E n = 0 . -, 
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rII.3 r The Neutron G E n = _, =>_ 
We have also investigated the sensitivity of A ( Q 2 ) to 

various choices for the neutron G E n . In Figure. 6 is "ah'example 
of A ( Q 2 ) evaluated with 5 different versions of G E n displayed 
iti'Figure" 7. The results for the dipole form with G E t l = 0 are 

— too low ,as described 
& a above. The IJL parameteri

z a t i o n 1 0 for G E n was deter
mined from a fit to the .. 
neucleon form factor data 
excluding G E n in a vector 

0 dominance model. Their 
result for G E n goes through 
zero and becomes negative 
above Q 2 = 38 fm" 2 with 

^absolut"e(,value comparable 
"to G E p . Therefore G E S goes 
through a sharp minimum at 
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Figure 7. Various esti
mates for the neutron 
structure function G E n. =' 
The curves are: Best , 
Fit, from Galster jjt a_l. 
(Ref. 12); IJL from \ 
RefJlO; and F l n = 0 \ 
leading'to\the form Ij 

>J given in EqVi2. For \\ 
comparison the dipole 
curve for GVn is also 
shown. Ep 

Figure 6i The deuteron 
A(Q ) evaluated in the 
RIA using the 4-component 
model with X = 0.4 and 
five versions of the 
neutron structure func
tion G E n presented in 
Figure 7. * "o 
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?t " '• 0 ••"•' ^ 4 ' " ' " • . 
about'85 fm -2, which introduces a sharp dip in the structure-
functions in that region in-addition to those due to the body 
form factors. As Figure 6 indicates,,theHdata for A(Q^) seem 
to eliminate the possibility of)) such a dip. , ° 

• J^= " i " -
As an example-of what we regard' as a more reasonable 

neutron formf-aci'ior, we used a collection, of nuclfibn form 
factors we call "Best Fit".x * It is not thje result of a com
prehensive fit but each curve does accurately represent the 
available data; The G-£a .is taken from the fiit by Galster,. et' 
al. lijj To display the sensitivity "of A(Q 2) to variations "in 
Ggjj around0zero, we have plotted in Figure 61 two Bes£- Fit 
curves, one with and one without Gg n set to"zero, finally, 
the curve .labeled "Dipole +°Fi n = 0" is an3 attempt to indicate 
what possible form G^ could take to give agreement with,, the 
A(Q 2) data. The assumption tha£athe Dirac form factor F^ n is 
equal to zero is consistent with the predictions of the symme
tric quark modekwhege^ the nucleon valence quarks are all in „ 
a spacially symmetric ground state. This ,gives, with T = Q2/iU^ 

- O =3 - » | • 
•° J * GEn " T GMn " n T V 1 1 , < 2 ) 

°" . ! ' - - ' 
The resulting curve for G E n in Figure 7 is about a factor of 
two higher than the Best Fit value, and is at0the upper edge 
of the large experimental12 error bars in .the Q ' range up to 
1 Gev2- = I < I 

From Figure 6 we conclude^ttiat it is [possible, assuming 
for the moment that genuine MEG contribution's' can be ignored, 
to get fairly good agreement wilth the datajj using] reasonable 
values for Gg n. However, the^gejiuine i'soscalar MEC 3 0 (Figure 
1(c))"fiiayalso be important at large Q , and a straightforward 
deduction^! G]?n

afrom this calculation is not possible. 
11.4. Observations on the deuterqn A(Q ) 

To summarize, the deuteron A(Q Z) at large Oj presents a 
rather complicated problem. The overall size of! the feature
less "curve depends in a complex way on many ingredients. The 
individual form factors GQ, GQ, and Gj^ have sharp diffractive 
features that are sensitive to the details of the'models, but 
unfortunately "this sharp structure is completely!! obscured in 
the total A(Q ). At present all the reasonable two-body 
potential models give NRIA results for (A(Q2) which are sys-^ 
tematically too low when dipole nucleoli' form' factor's are used 
\jith Gg n = 0. i This deviation is increased when ljelativistic 
kinematics are used. The uncertainty in A(Q^) f r 0m uncertainty 
in the size of Gg n 'Is large andocould possibly account for most 
of the discrepancy./ The main outstanding problem is the in
clusion of the genuine MEC contributions (Figure 1(c)) in a 
comprehensive relativistic treatment. j 

8 
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III. HELIUM ° 
"° Electron scattering from 3He and 4He at.large ,Q2 was Re
cently measured13 at, SLAC in0 a manner similar to that for the" 
Ideufeeron with elastically scattered electrons detected at 8° 
»in coincidence with0 the recoil nuclei. For elastic scattering 
at small angHs, the cross section for 3He is given mostly by 
"the fcttetion A(Q 2), which in terms of the charge F ch and 
magnetic F r a a g form factors is: 

A(Q2) T 4> 2 ,,2 U T F M mag ]/< 1 + T) =("35= 
4H For the spin zero qHe, A* - F c h . » ,, ,-. „ <,""' 

Prior to this., experiment there existed so;neth£ng%f a 
crisi°s in the 3-/body problem., Using any of the realistic n-n 
potentials" in Faddeev or variational 3-body calculations does 
not give good^agreement with the ?He charge form factor. The 
theoretical minima\re at too large Q 2 and the height'of the 
second "maxima are te£ small by factors of 3^tgj4. ;' This situa
tion is somewhar-improved by> the addition of the 1IEC correc-

= mtip£§, 17,18 t u t s t i H the disagreement persists and is re-
T, garded as a serious problem. ' 

The present situation-in 3He is summarized in Figure 8. 
The Faddeev calculations1'5'16 give F ^ a factor of 4 to 10 ;' 
below the data from Q 2 0.8 to 2 GeV2". These theories predict 
a=f2nd=dif=fraction minimum^around Q 2 = 2 GeV 2, but it is not 
possible to state clearly that such a feature is visible in 

\ Q 2 [(GeV/cl2] 
c 0 1 2 " „. 3*"- 4 

K>° K>° £ i 1 I 1 ' 1 i ,_.. l= 
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= f i \ • This Experiment = 
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Figure 8.,,, 3He A^ "data at 
large Q2o(Ref. 13), t o - ^ ^ ^ 
gether with previous data 
(Ref. 14),''and theoretical, 
predictions for F^, and A^. 
The curves are: srSlid, F ^ 
Faddeev "'(Ref. 15); dottedJ=# 
F ch Faddeev"(Ref. 16); dot-
dashed°, Taddeev (Ref. 15) 
plus NEC (Ref.i 17); small „ 
dashed, A^DSQ^ (Ref. 19); 
large-dashed, A^ R L M R e f . ^ 
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D thernew data. One difficulty wioth Hhe interpretation of 
FiguW 8 is that the theoretical contributions for F m a g at 
large Q 2 were not available at the; time that figure was pre
pared, and F m a g

 ;is not meagured^beyond Q 2 - 0• 8 GeV 2. A ttcenK 
calculation21 of F^g* using several n-n potentials in a varia
tional appr6ach=indicates°that above Q 2 » 2 GeV 2, F m a g is the 

!' dominant term in A(Q 2), completely altering the shape of the 
=2nd±2diffraction feature from F c h. The total A(Q 2) is, how
ever, still too low by factors of 2 to 4 in the Q 2 region 0.8 
to 2 GeV 2, which remains as a serious problem. <> r 

I. Sick hasmiade the^observataon22 that the height of the 
second maximum in the„3He"Fch°isi:/correlated with,a dip in the 
nuclear charge density (also in the one-body density) near the 
origin, this is nota°predicted in the Faddeev and variational 
calculations. This disagreement could indicate that either 

:, there is not enough repulsion in the present models of the 
" interaction between pairs of nucleons at short distances, or „ 
that there are three-body interactions that intrpduce correla- :J 

tions which somehow push" the protons away from the origin 
This would give more_of_a squared-off edge at °the nuclear 
radius which would"enhance the,size of "the"second diffraction 
naxiioa! "The overall=situation in % e Fcj, is similar to that 
for % e . The present few-body "calculatipns based on realistic 
n-h potentials, while admittedly lin a moreo primitive state than 
for the 3-bpdy case, give FJ.̂  with second nraxima that are too 

= low by factors of 3 to, 4. For ^He there is no F|uag to confuse 
'- the issue. .. n ° " «S 0 °^ „ 
IV. ASSYMPTOTIC.FORM FACTORS - QUARKS IN NUCLEI 

S3 . 
It is=fairly evident now that nucleons are in some sense 

•ade of pdintlike charged constituenlss.-i = The general^picture J 

of hadron structure emerging from recent discoveries at e"*"e~ 
storage "rings and the growing*-body o£ deep inelastic =and high 
transverse momentum data issotie ofi colored quarks of various 
flavors bo/mil via exchange of colored gluons into the familiar 
hadrons as color singletS. The gauge theory of colored quarksCj 
and gluons, quantum' chromodynkmics (QCD), is emerging,, as the 
underlying theojy of strong interactions1?" The ldhg range 
attraction between quarks leading to the apparent confinement 
of the color fields is not understood,,but at short distances 
the interactions are weak (asymptotic freedom) and perturbation 
theory works. <• ^. o • 

The growing confidences-ill 'the QCDomodgl for hadron struc
ture leads to the possibility that the long-standing questions 
about the n-n interaction at shorb^disliances may be soon u/idet---
stood in terms of a fundamental theory. In the'nuclear phVsdcs 
picture, nucleons are usually considered as elementary fei-mions 
moving in the nuclear potential and surro°unded by clouds of ° 
mesons. _Th'e nucleoa internal structure'is treated phenomeno-

IT 
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logically in terms of various form factors.0 The nuclear 
potential is pictured to 'arise from the exchange of various 
numbers rand types of mesons with the long range interaction 

" ''•> = described well, by the one-pion-exchange potential (OPEP). 
~ '• " In the .quark picture, the nucleons are tightly bound color-

a singlet states of colored quarks and gluons. Nuclcons inter
a c t by exchanging quarks arid" gluons. At short ̂ distances the= 

==L ' cjgaeson exchange picture become°s uneconomical^ because too many ,. 
complex exchanges of"heavy mesons>are required ho give an Jr 

" y" 0 adequate description of_ the very complicated interactions. 
5 ff At long range (r > 1 fm)= the quark picture" is ,not so useful '•' 
. -' because in that region the noriperturbatl've and poorly under

stood long range attraction between'.qfiarks which binds them 
ff into mesons1 and nucleons. must bes°taken into account. For n-n 

i interactions at separations less than 1 Jm, thejiucleons 
(radius ~0.9 fm) ̂ strongly overlap and" the quarks intermingle,, 

1 In this overlap, region, which is probed by high momentum , = 
" =transjer experiments," the0 quark currents may 0be a niore useful 

" B basis for a description of the structure than theJphehomeno-
^ logical0 meson currents. At intermediate Q.the two„pictures 

0 should.be complimentary. , a 

°, »,^° Jf.Th,ere° are several approaches to quark models of nuclear 
° structure. ° The dimensional scaling quark model (DSQM) 1 9 was 

0 ..." developed mainly;in, an attempt«to»understand the large body 
f of high energy and large transverse momentum odata. The pri- a^ 
"' „ .. . ~ mary predictions of the model are that hadr^nic elastic and 

= inelastic structure functions fall with cincxeasinR. momentum 
8 transfer, Q\ according to powers of Q , where the power is n 

determined by^cbuntfing the number' of quarks participating in 
the reaction. The quark counting rules' and powerlaw fall off 

^^oTTefucture functions follows from the-; underlying scale in
variant interaction of the pointlike constituents at short 
distances. The'DSQM predicts the shape of (spin averaged)" 
electromagnetic form factors, which are a special case of the 
general structure functions,,= to fall with a power of Q2 like 

f '=|JP o 

H . , .ri^r1 J° 
•(?) Â  - F H~|-^1 <•«> 

>o 
where n is the, number of quarks in the hadron. One additional 
power of 0.2 is*required in the form factor for each" quark that 

g„ must change momentum in the scattering. x" ° = ° 
' What evidence do we have for the powe&J.aw fall off of °» 

hadronic form factors? In°Figure 9 are plotted the world's ,, " v 
0 data for the hadron form factors for*A £ 4 divided by the ^ ^ ^ s ^ 1 8% ' 

DSQM prediction. The TT and proton data closely follows the % ., 
predicted power law behavior. The deuteron appears to be 
approaching the asymptotic shape =above Q =4 GeV^, while the" 
% e and^He data are so far known "only in the preasymptotic 

" T ^ _ ' " - .• „ ' , ^ ' " -a ° ' 

* '>• <?rj '" - - • (/ ' I 
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Figure 9./ Elastic electroraag^•' 
netic form factors?of hadrons 
and nuclei with A s 4 for large 
Q 2, divided by the DSQM model. 
The curves" simply=conneii:t the 
data points. „ „ =--

region, 
suggest 
the regioVof Q''," 4 to 
CeV 2 the nucledn cquork 
constituents determine 
the shape of 'the nuclear 
structure functions.23 

= s= o The quark counting 
models are able to predict 
only the shape of the 

• neuronic structure func-
0 .°tl«M.° WhftS wfe really "a 

« •w01d;s.Uke is a complete " 
JpkjtlsSlf the shape " 
tee o^-ehe form =3 

l
; beginning tfith the 

:ents. ° Brodsky 
-S2'1* have 

,̂ -„tIy derived the DSQM o 

$ M w r al«w predictions, for™ 
exclusive ftelistic) scat-
t*ring~ processes at large 
Q*°in a p.erturbatiye type 

JL„. -_JJCD_model ,™Their results.. 
° give^mesonatand nucleon0 

D .. *, u forjiufactors wnich "contain 
the power law terms of thegDSQM, plus terras containing , 
logarithms of the QCD coupling constant that give small vio
lations df pejrfept scaling at large §*. ° Theyo suggest that^ 
exclusive form factors ate large Q* are a prime -testing gjsound 
for the predictions of =QCD, for example,! in £heaprooton .above 
Q 2 of 4 0GeV 2. It is unlikely^that clear .e'ests "of pertufbatiye^ 

rQCD will be made at the relatively low Q 2 attainable|Jn scat- =° 
tering from nuclei. However, such data will clearly~'bear on 
tne collective aspects "of QCD and Twill illuminate the transi
tion to „°the region where perturbation theory and the scaling 
ideas work. o ° 0 *°f~) " '• 

Another approach £p nuclear structure in the quarjLjnodejL = 

is in the context of the so-calledbag models, 2 5 - 2 7
= in parti-" 

cular the recent work2
[,5=,.by C. DeTar. He has studied the ''*> ° 

interaction of six quarks with the-isotopics of £he deuteron 
in the MIT bag model. Heiised the'static cavity, "approximation ° 
and looked at the total enexgy of the system as "the separation 
between the centers of mass of the neutron" and^pfoton quarks' 
was varied. The importantTVresult is that the total energy has 
a minimum~for nucleon separations arbund 0.8 fur and rises at 
larger separation due to the color-electric force. At small 
separations in the region of the repulsive core, the energy t 
rises due to the color-magnetic interaction between the quarks. 
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=- DeTar has recently extended 2 6 this work and J>e gets directly 
8 =5 ,(?Ke correct sign for the tensor force andj the deuteron quadru-
S - 0 " poleftnomertt from the basic quar(t-?juark Interactions. 

% 

° So far the bag model isonot able Oto (produce deuterotf form 
factors at large Q 2 because it is not clear yet how to do1 

dynamical calculations to Ip.eiude such-phenomena as bag surface 
oscillations an<f><reco.il=of °the bag system.* Also, the long 
range interaction between ;bags, which should reproduce the 
veil established°OPEP interaction, is not treated in the MIT D 

•odels-s Someaofath^se problems are being actively ijwesti-
HV. " gated. 2 7 It is° evident from tlve bag model studies and the QCD 
lj = ' • calculations of asymptotic form factors tha't the old, questions " 
i - °nabout the nature of tile n-n interaction inside J. 'fermi ars~ 
* ,, being explored from exciting new poitt||SDof view. These in-
-| ° veatigafions will undoubtedly be exMratajd' in the near future, 

\ and could eventually lead to a compressive theory of nucleon 
Interaction starting with "the quarlfclftrents. 'It is also clear 
that 'probes of the electromagnetic currents in the few nucleon 
systems by^large Q* electron scattering will provide crucial 
evidence necessary to shape the development of-these ideas. 

%. QUESTIONS FOR FUTURE EXPERIMENTS „ " ° 
,. There are several options for future experiments in this 

| & Hore data for °A(Q2) at larger Q%i% not "a likely possi-
L«t̂ . The present limits, determined bjj low cross sections, 
"fit the edgei of feasibility for the "present generation of o 
iferajpors, spectrometers, and targets. The ultimate limits 

pre- setiy geometry (solid angles) and the tolerance of targets 
Awi, debtee tor s for high rates .""There are perhaps factors of 2( 

•to 10 to be gained with clever design and lots" of money, but 
not two or three orders of magnitude. 

Separationj.of the deuteron GQ and G Q would be of enormous 
importance in uafcatigling the present confusion in A(Q ) . 
There are two possible experimental methods. In-one case, 
unpolarized electrons are scattered from a polarized target, 
and in the other the distribution of polarization of the 
rec.oj.1 deuterons following scattering from unpolaVized elec
trons must be measured. Figure 10 shows the recokl deuteron 
tensor polarization,28 T(Q 2), calculated5 using tree RIA and 

=various 2-component models. In tile recoil tensor polarization, 
GQ 'and G Q are beat together giving a curve sensitive-t'erthe 
diffractrve shapes, particularly the shape of GQ. To first 
order TiCQ2) is "independent of the nucleon form factors. The 
model dependence evident in Figure 11 is mostly due to varia
tions iri the shape of the D state,- and one might hope that a 
measurement of T(Q 2) around Q 2 = 1 GeV 2 would be decisive in 
discriminating between potential models. oHowever, the size 
of the P states in the^relativistic treatment also make similar 
variations in T(Q 2), and it can be expected that the MEC will 
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Figure 10'. The deuteron recoil tensor polariza
tion T(Q ) evaluated using the relativistic 
formulae of Ref. 5 and the 2-component deuteron 
models displayed in figure 2. 
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Figure 11. The deuteron 
elastic structure func
tion B(Q^) evaluated in 
the NRIA with dipole 
nucleon form factors and 
various 2-component deu
teron models. The curves 
are: RSC (Ref. 9); 1 % , 
HM2, and HM 3 (Ref. 7); 
RSC + MEC Reid soft core 
plus meson excBange 
(Ref. 30). 
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also have similar sized effects. Therefore, a measurement of 
T(Q ). while it would certainly give added constraints, would 
probably only narrow the choices ratlier than make clear dis
tinctions between models. 

Unfortunately, there does not now'exist a technology for 
either polarized deuteron targets which can stand the high 
beam currents necessary for low cross section measurements, 
rr a.deuteron polarimeter with known analyzing power for use 
atlarge recoil momentum. Separation of GQ and GQ will await 
developments in these fields^; 

Another possibility i.s to measure the magnetic structure 
functions at large Q by doing backj-igrd angle electron scat
tering. 2 9 The B(Q ) functions, of the light nuclei can be 
easily isolated experimentally, and in the impulse approxi
mation they are expected to show sharp diffractive features 
in the Q 2 region 0.8 to 2 GeV 2. The exact position of the 
minima and the height of the;, second maxima are strongly re
lated to such properties as the shape of the D state, the 
nature of the^ir-n coupling, and the presence of the exchange 
currents. For example, in the calculation of Gari and Hyuga 3 0 

for the deuteron, the MEC completely alter the shape of the 
NRIA diffractive features in B(0?) by filling in the minimum 
around 40 fm - 2. Some of the nonrelativistic predictions for 
the deuteron B(Q 2) are shown in Figure "11.. The present 
measurements2 extend only out to Q 2 = 25 fm~2 where the experi
mental error is nearly 100%. 

The predictions for. large isoscalar MEC effects in the 
•"-• deuteron"B(Q') can be compared to the.similar effect of the 

isovector MEC on the electro^isintegration cross section at 
.=; threshold in the same Q 2 /range. In practice any measurement 
" of B(Q 2) will be accompanied almost for free by a measurement 

of the inclusive spectral A direct comparison of the elastic 
and threshold inelastic cross sections at large Q" could place 
storng constraints on possible MEC currents-..' 

Several predictions 1 8' 3 1 are available for Fmag i n ^ e 

and Barroso and Hadjimichael31 indicate, for example, 
that the interference between the S and D state parts of the 
3-body wave functions cause the location of the diffraction 
minima in 3He and 3H TmaB to shift down in Q 2 by 6 fm~2 in the 
Q 2 region 8 to 20 fm - 2, while the MEC contributions shift them 
back toward higher Q 2 by comparable amounts. The structure 
functions of d, % e and are all tightly interconnected. 
Comparison of high Q 2 magnetic structure function measurements 
in all these nuclei would put strong limits on the models, and 
could perhaps give a clue to the source of the current problems 
in the A(Q 2) functions. 
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VI. POSSIBLE FUTUKE EXPERIMENTS 
We are proposing29 to measure elastic and inelastic 

magnetic structure functions of the light nuclei in the 0/ 
range 0.6 to approximately 2 GeV^ at SLAC using 30 to 40 cm 
long targets and the Rosenbluth method at angles from 35° to 
155°. The cross sections'are expected to fall to the level 
of 10~36 to 10~40 cm^/sr in that Q" range, and it is absolutely 
necessary to have high beam intensities in the energy range 
0.5 to approximately 2 GeV and to use thick targets to achieve 
appreciable counting rates. ., ., 

To provide a high intensity electron beam we are propo^ n-> 
to build an off-axis gun and in-line injector at Section 26 
the 30-Sector linac. The new beam could have a maximum (uri-yVs> 

loaded) energy.-of 3.5 GeV and a maximum duty factor of 5.7 x-" T 
10~4 at 360 pps with a 1.6 us~ pulse length. At 100 mA peak 
current, the beam Toading would reduced the maximum energy to 
2.9 GeV. By installing the new injector near the output end 
of th^ linac, it will be possible to deliver beams with in
tensity increased 10 to 50 times over what is presently 
available at SLAC in that energy range due to the shortened 
length of accelerator contributing to beam breakup. 

This new beam will fill an energy gap in high intensity, 
low duty factor electron beams for nuclear structure physics 
between the range of the Bates-Saclay-IKO machines and the 
present high energy SLAC beams. The low duty factor limits 
the use of the new beam to single arm inclusive reactions or 
to highly correlated (elastic) coincidence measurements. We 
are also considering for possible future proposals.. to add a 
radio-frequency energy compression system that could compress 
the momentum spectrum of the beam to a spread of .01% dp/p. 
For the present we propose to do elastic scattering in coin
cidence using two large SLAC spectrometers, and also to do 
a longitudinal-transverse separation in the threshold and 
the quasielastic region in single arm measurements. This 
data would cover the Q region expected to contain sharp 
diffractive features discussed above, and would be important 
evidence to guide our ideas about the nucleon-nucleon inter
action at separations inside 1 fm and about the meson presence 
in nuclei. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 
Data on electromagnetic form factors of light nuclei at 

large 0/ are uniquely available from experiments using high 
intensity, high energy electron beams, and they can be readily 
performed using the present generation of low duty factor 
accelerator. High 0/ measurements probe the nuclear systems i, 
in the region of overlap between nuclear and quark physics, * 
and such data will compliment the new results at lower Q^ \j 
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soon to come from more complicated coincidence experiments 
using the next generation of lower energy, but higher duty 
factor, accelerators now being developed in laboratories 
around the world. 
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